Bringing The House Out of the Ground
(August 24 – September 24, 2016)
The previous posting ended with the building
permit having been issued by the Town of Chino
Valley. With that permit, efforts over the past
month have focused on “bringing the house out of
the ground”.
Surveyors
On August 24, surveyors arrived to tie into known
property corners and accurately layout the house
location and corners that would be used to
excavate the footing trenches. The long dimension
of the house is east-west to take advantage of
winter solar gain through glazing in a south-facing
sunroom. The garage is to be located on the west
side of the house to buffer the conditioned living
space from the summer sun which can be intense
even in Chino Valley. The north side of the house
includes a wrap-around covered porch which
focuses on a table grape vineyard that is in
development and also has big views of the foothills
and mountains to the northeast and east.

The building site is quite flat with a deep, rock-free
soil horizon and is advantageous to the planned
slab-on-grade construction.
Footings and Stemwall
With a couple of days of delay due to monsoon rain,
excavation of 18” deep footing trenches by the
Northern Arizona Concrete Construction crew
began on August 29. Later that same day, the same
crew set in and tied the reinforcement steel for the
footing. This work was inspected and passed to

clear the way on August 29 for footing concrete to
be placed.
Stemwall construction started the next day. The
plans had originally indicated that a CMU stemwall
was to be constructed but the relatively flat building
site made it more reasonable to put up form boards
for a poured concrete stemwall i.e., a stronger
foundation than CMU block. With forms installed
and reinforcing steel approved by the local
jurisdiction, stemwall concrete was delivered and
placed on September 6.

Building science has long established that there is
substantial heat loss through the foundation if it is
uninsulated. Chino Valley, at an elevation of 4600
ft, is in Climate Zone 4 meaning that construction
materials and insulation must account for winter
cold {and summer heat} in a mixed-dry climate. So,
in accordance with the requirements of IECC 2012,
2 inch thick (R-10) extruded polystyrene foam was
installed on the interior of the stemwall from the
footing to the top of the stemwall. Since the
finished floor is planned as stained concrete, the
foam was tapered at the top to minimize the
amount of foam that would be exposed at the
finished-floor level.

Rough Plumbing
With the completion of the stemwall, Elsea
Plumbing arrived to begin trenching and installing
the water lines and waste-line plumbing. Initial
design considerations were to install a plumbing
manifold, wherein
there would be
individual shutoff
valves to each
spigot at a control
box
in
the
mechanical room.
However,
this
design
is
not
compatible with the
use of a hot-water
recirculation pump
that reduces the
wait time (and thus
substantially
reduces
wasted
water) for hot
water at each tap.

In this construction, however, a foundation drain
was not installed around the perimeter of the
home… for several reasons:


With a flat building lot and slab-on-grade
construction with an 18 inch stemwall (i.e., no
crawlspace), there is little hydrostatic head for
soil moisture to exert against the stemwall,
unlike what one might expect if the home with
a crawlspace were built into the side of a hill.



If a foundation drain were installed, the flat
building lot does not lend itself to having the
foundation drain exit to daylight… there would
have to be about 200 ft of trench dug ( or some
other exotic solution) for the drain pipe to find
a drop in elevation to accommodate an exit
point at the surface.

At the same time that rough plumbing was
occurring, conduit and several junction boxes were
set in place for floor outlets in the living room.

With about a week delay on account of rain, slab
concrete was placed on September 26. To enhance
the outcome of an acid-stain floor surface, the
concrete recipe included a higher amount of
cement to bring the strength up to 3500 psi and the
concrete surface was wet cured for 7 days. Control

Slab Preparation and Concrete Placement
In the last phase of
bringing the house
out of the ground,
AB gravel was
backfilled
and
tamped, and rebar
was set in place
and wire-tied. The
exterior of the
stemwall
was
dampproofed with
an
asphalt
emulsion to limit
water absorption
into the stemwall
and
potentially
into the framing.

joints to intercept any cracks that form were cut on
September27 while the concrete was still green. To
complete the concrete flatwork, the garage
concrete and front and rear patio slabs were placed
on September 28. Overall, all of the slabs look very
good … only several minor cracks … a very
professional job!

